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NEW PRODUCTS 2019

MASTER PALETTE SERIES

MTKPL-29

MTJPL-712 C 

MTBPL-C

The latest addition to Tycoon’s famed Master Series is the new and exclusive Palette �nish.  
These drums perfectly showcase Tycoon’s industry-leading �nishing capabilities, marrying the 
intricacies of hand-applied painted color by skilled artisans with our state-of-the-art high gloss 
polishing, resulting in a completely original and stunning masterpiece.  The Master Palette 
Series drums are paired with Chrome hardware to accentuate the beauty of its cascading color 
scheme.  As is standard within our Master Series line, this new �nish is o�ered in congas 
(4 sizes), bongos, djembes (2 sizes) and cajon. 



INTERCONTINENTAL SERIES CAJONS

SOLID ACACIA 
TKIN-29 AC

SOLID WENGE 
TKIN-29 WG

SOLID FINNISH PINE
TKIN-29 FP

Introducing the new and exclusive Tycoon Intercontinental Series Cajons, designed to help 
cajonists play and sound their very best.  Headlined by their solid-wood back and sides, 
these cajons are handcrafted from woods responsibly sourced from around the world.  
All of the cajons in this series feature 6-ply Finnish Birch front plates and four adjustable snare 
wires to boost snare sound.  The corners and edges are expertly beveled by hand by our 
master craftsmen to maximize playing comfort and enhance the cajon’s aesthetic contours.  
A premium stitched faux-leather padded seat is installed as an additional comfort enhancing 
re�nement.  The brand-new Intercontinental Series Cajons are o�ered in three �agship 
models: Finnish Pine, Acacia and Wenge.



JINGLED FRAME DRUMS

Tycoon is proud to introduce the all-new Finn 
Cajon, 100% crafted from Finnish Birch imported 
directly from Finland.  Constructed using 10-ply 
Birch for the body with a 6-ply front plate for 
optimal sonic quality with durability to match, 
the Finn Cajon features four adjustable snare 
wires to enhance snare sound. 

FINN CAJON

Introducing the new and exclusive Jingled Frame 
Drums, with the added jingle feature designed to 
provide a new dimension of frame drum playing.  
 Features the same solid build quality as our 
 standard frame drums, with Siam Oak shells 
 and a pre-tuned natural goat skin head.  
 O�ered in two sizes - 14” and 18” diameter.  
 Wooden tipper included.

TBJFD-18

TBJFD-14

TKFC-29



Tycoon’s all-new Kinetic �nish �ts perfectly within our Supremo Select Series lineup, 
featuring hand-applied unique appearances and textures at a�ordable prices.  
The new Kinetic color scheme is the result of a new �nishing technique recently 
        perfected by our design division, and is 
        o�ered in two colors (Kinetic Gold and 
        Kinetic Steel).  For the �rst time ever, we 
        are introducing our new Black Steel 
        hardware in the Supremo Select Series, 
        which complements this particular �nish 
        perfectly.  O�ered in congas (10” & 11” set 
        on double stand), bongos, djembe and cajon.

STKS-29 KS

STCS-B KG/D

STCS-B KS/D

STBS-B KG

STBS-B KS
 

TJSS-72 B KG

 TJSS-72 B KS

STKS-29 KG

SUPREMO SELECT KINETIC SERIES

SUPREMO SELECT
KINETIC STEEL SERIES

SUPREMO SELECT
KINETIC GOLD SERIES
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BOLD SERIES CAJONS

HI-VIZ YELLOW
TKBSC-29 HV 

The surge in popularity of the cajon over the past decade has been incredible.  Tycoon 
prides ourselves on not only o�ering the most cutting-edge and innovative cajons on 
the market today, but also in supporting the growth of this instrument and welcoming 
more and more new players to try it for themselves.  Driven by this commitment, we 
proudly introduce the Bold Series Cajon, an ideal starting point for anyone looking to 
learn the instrument.  A full-sized cajon that features an Asian Hardwood front plate, 
adjustable snare wires and four rubber feet for improved stability when playing.  
For a limited time, we are o�ering this cajon as a pack, together with everything you will 
need to get started, including a durable nylon carrying bag with large accessory pouch, 
a Hal Leonard Cajon Method Book with extensive online video lessons, and we’ve even 
included a free pair of full-sized Tycoon Wooden Maracas in matching color free of 
charge for an unbeatable value.  O�ered in four BOLD color options!

PINK
TKBSC-29 PK

GREEN
TKBSC-29 GR

ORANGE
TKBSC-29 OR



Tycoon has taken our already popular Caxixi and made it bigger 
and better!  Drawing inspiration from our Tri Agogo Bell introduced 
in 2012, the all-new Triple Caxixi enhances the instrument’s 
distinctive sound and provides added gripping options for 
improved playing ergonomics.  Hand-woven rattan shells with 
a special �ll designed to create a dry, cutting sound.  A coconut 
shell cap woven at the bottom of each shell allows for beautiful 
sharp accents to be played.

TXI-3
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TRIPLE CAXIXI

KENTE DJEMBE HAT

LITTLE MARACAS

O�ering an alternative sound to our other maracas, 
the all-new Tycoon Little Maracas are a pint-sized, easy to 
carry alternative for those who want to have an instrument 
with them at all times ready to make music.  Made with 
durable high-strength plastic with a special �nish applied 
for easy wipe-cleaning, these petite maracas measure 
15 cm long and are available in two color options.

TMPL-BK

TMPL-Y

Tycoon is proudly introducing the Kente Djembe 
      Hat, brand new accessory item to complement 
         our rapidly-growing lineup of djembes, 
           especially to match our Kente djembes 
   which have become very popular over the 
    past few years.  Built from a soft but durable 
             material, the Kente Djembe Hat features 
           padded tops designed to provide extra 
         protection for your djembe head during 
      storage and transportation.  The elastic stretch 
 design allows for quick and easy installation or 
removal, and a snug �t when installed.
 

TAJH-10 K TAJH-12 K



Tycoon’s all-new World Rhythms Collection, designed in collaboration with artist and
educator Kalani Das, includes hand-selected and specially designed instruments for 
classroom drumming.  Appropriate drums and hand percussion are grouped into sets for 
Caribbean, Brazilian, and West African music and are the perfect size, volume, and sound 
for music education settings.  Each set is designed to provide maximum versatility while 
remaining true to the music with authentic designs and sounds.
 
      Kalani’s World Rhythms program, available from 
      Hal Leonard Publishing (pictured here), helps students 
      play and sing world music while developing key musical 
      techniques, knowledge of drumming culture, and 
      important social and emotional skills.  This World Rhythms 
      Collection of instruments is the perfect match for it, and 
      completely brings the program to life.  It moves music 
      education beyond the “one-size-�ts-all” model while 
      taking the guess work out of selecting quality classroom 
      instruments that will last a lifetime of music making.

BRAZILIAN SET
TKWRC-BR
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CARIBBEAN SET
TKWRC-CA

WEST AFRICAN SET
TKWRC-WA
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